THE NEXT GENERATION
SCOUTING SOFTWARE

You've never seen statistics easier than this
Click&Scout is the statistical software ideal for touch-screen
devices. Easy to use and effective, it can be used by anyone:
coaches, players, managers and parents.

Click&Scout is:
User friendly - The program will guide you through all the game phases, from the first to the last point. With just a few
clicks you can scout the serve, reception, attack and block. The graphic interface shows you exactly what you are seeing
on the court, from the attack positions right up to the reception positions.
Innovative - Because it uses all the new technologies and devices that are part of our everyday life. The software works
on Tablets Android, iPad and Windows; Windows PC and Mac.
Cost effective - All the options you need for scouting and analysing the match directly from the bench.

- Easy scouting: The user friendly
interface lets you step right into the game!
Serve, reception, attack, block: with just
two clicks the program is capable of
following the match automatically
assigning valuation effects. You can
change the evaluation parameters according to your requirements.
- Real positions on court : Reception:
set the teams according to the most
commonly used reception schemes. This
will guarantee a real vision of what is
happening on court to ease the scouting
process. You can customize these schemes for each team or you can choose to
use none (useful for small local teams that
are yet to have specific roles in the team).
Attack: players move according to their
usual first and second line attack. This
makes sure that you don’t have to remember the number of the players that perform
each hit. You can, once again, choose to
move players according to your needs.
- Directions and colours: The last scouted direction, for serve or attack, is traced
with the bigger arrow. Colours change

according to the effect of the skill: black for
point (point after serve or winning attack),
green if the rally continues, red for a point
made by the opposite team (serve out or
attack error).
- Interactive Analysis: Displays, rotation
after rotation, serve and attack directions in
real time. Serve: Shows the directions and
the effects of the serving player before
each rally. Attack: Shows the directions
and the effects of the attacks of the receiving players before the start of the rally. All
attacks, for both teams, can be viewed
during the current rally.
- Analysis of the attack on screen: You
can see, at any time, for each rotation and
for each team, the analysis of the total
attacks after reception, after positive
reception and on counterattack. This feature is useful to show players, during the
match, the setter calls during the different
phases of the match.
- Print: Click&Scout creates match reports in Data Volley style, attack directions by
rotation (serve and attack) divided by
player, general statistics, attack statistics,
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team reception and team distribution. All in
PDF format.
- Beach Volleyball: For scouting
matches with 2, 3 and 4 players. Just
choose how many players are on the court
and start a new game. Back row lines
disappear and attacks become Powerhits,
Shot and Poke, terms now familiar to all.

is also
E-SCORESHEET
The electronic report officially used by FIVB,
CEV and many League and Federations
LITESCORE
The portable scoreboard for all needs, from
gaming to training
DATA VOLLEY 4
The software for volleyball statistic scouting
used worldwide
DATA VIDEO ESSENTIAL
The video analysis software for the
complete synthesis of the rotations
VOLLEYBOARD
The software used to manage multimedia
sporting events

